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Self Empunishment
Brian Walsby
Self Empunishment contains 34 conversations with self-reliant, selfemployed, and otherwise self-motivated musicians, technicians, and artists.
The interviews, conducted by Brian Walsby, are revealing discussions about
what has led these artists to where they are now, what choices have guided
their journey, why they do what they do, and how they have made it work
for them. Also, plenty of talk about individual successes, failures, lawsuits,
rivalries, obstacles, friendships, and memorable events along the way.
Self Empunishment by Brian Walsby, beautifully illustrated by the author and
featuring an introduction by Bob Durkee, presents this series of interviews
in one densely-packed, story-filled volume.

About the author
Brian Walsby first reared his big head in the early 1980s as a prolific
contributor (via letter writing) to the harcore/punk scene's vibrant literary
underground. From 1984 through 1986, Brian drew numerous cartoons
and drawings for various zines around at the time
Brian has played drums for many bands and returned to art in the 1990s,
contributing artwork, interviews, and cartoons to a new generation of
magazines. Brian's graphic novel series, MANCHILD, spans 6 volumes and
collects many of his stories about early punker experiences and growing up a
nerd. These largely autobiographical cartoons cover topics like touring with
the Descendents, Ronald Reagan, coffee shops, high school traumas,
bowling, hair-metal, SST, the Melvins, straight-edge, and punk punk rock.
Brian continues to create freelance artwork in North Carolina, where he
lives with his partner and two children.

About the publisher
Pelekinesis is an independent book publishing company focusing on
the development of literary-minded authors and artists by embracing
the evolving publishing paradigm and creatively supporting the skills
of these talented individuals. Full catalog and press material can be
found at www.pelekinesis.com
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